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MINING CORPORATION OF CANADA ( 1964) LIMITED 

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS 

ON

LANGMUIR 2-64 CLAIM GROUP ' 

LANGMUIR TOWNSHIP, ONTARIO

This claim group is in the south westerly part 
of Langmuir Township, Ontario. It consists of ten unsurveyed 
claims numbered P.73246 to P.73253 incl. and P.75853 and P.75854.

The linecutting was done in the period February 
1st to February 6th, 1965 and the surveys in the period February 
25th to March 4th, 1965.

Access in winter was by plane from South Porcupine 
to a camp on the south side of Carman Bay and thence by Skidoo 
along the frozen Fork River to the group. The route is the same 
in summer except for the substitution of a canoe for the Skidoo.

Magnetic Survey

Stations were established at 100' intervals along 
picket lines 400' apart. Readings were taken at each of these 
stations and where warranted 50' intervals were used. The usual 
diurnal and datum corrections were made and the results shown on 
the accompanying contour map.

A Sharpe Fluxgate magnetometer was used.

The eight claim southerly block exhibits the most 
magnetic relief. A more or less east-west geological trend is 
established here. The two high areas are thought to be an expres 
sion of underlying basic rocks possibly weakly magnetic peridotites. 
The "low" areas on the north of the grid, in the southwest corner, 
and between the two above mentioned "highs" are thought to be under 
lain by more acidic rocks, possibly rhyolites.

The two claim northerly block suggests a possibly 
northerly geological strike. The area is however, so small that 
any conclusions are very tenuous.
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E.M. Survey

Two methods and two different instruments were
used on this property. The general survey was done with a Sharpe 
S.E.200 and the Parallel Line configuration. In this method, the 
transmitter and receiver are on lines O and 4W at 400S (say). A 
reading is taken and each instrument is advanced to 500S on their 
respective lines and the process is repeated. This method is quite . 
rapid and quite efficient where the lines are reasonably perpend 
icular to the geological strike and the overburden is not extreme.

Detail work was done with both instruments using 
the Fan Method. In this method the transmitter is set up at 600S 
on Line 8W (say) and stays fixec.. The receiver is at O 4- O (say). 
A reading is taken and the transmitter is . dvanced to 100S on Line 
O and the process is repeated. This method is better where the 
suspected conductor axis is greater than 20 0 to the picket lines 
and in deeper overburden.

On the southern 8 claim block only two weak cross 
overs were found. The reverse cross overs shown by t', o dual fre 
quency readings on lines O, 4W and 16W suggest however, a parallel 
conductor to the north and hence off obr group.

On claim P.75854, two short parallel, northerly
striking conductors were found. These tend to bear out the magnetic 
trend mentioned above. Again caution must be used here because of 
the small area available to the survey an equally valid case may 
be made for joining the cross overs to show two parallel east-west 
trending conductors can be made.

A drill hole on claim P.75854 is warranted. A 
search for any possible outcrop on the claim or close enough to 
it to establish the true strike should be done before drilling is 
commenced.

Respectfully submitted,

J. W. Britton, M.A.
Geophysicist

Toronto, Ontario, 
June 25, 1965.
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PICKET LINE-readings are dip angles-S.E200 Fan Method

PICKET LINE-readings as above-1000 McPHAR Vert. LOOP 

(solid line) and 5000 cycle.

PICKET LINE-readings as above-S.E.200 Parallel Line Method

^ l** TRANSMITTER LOCATION - McPHAR, S.E.200. 

m ,   E .M X OVER -definite, indefinite. 

  *    CONDUCTOR AXIS-definite,indefinite.

o CLAIM POST -tied in to grid.

NOTE. NORTH dips are shown to the right of the lines and SOUTH to the/left. 

WEST dips are shown above the lines and EAST below.
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